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Course Description

This one-semester course is designed as a basic analysis course

after Advanced Calculus. It can be taught parallel to or after real

analysis. The main purpose is to provide students (majored in

applied mathematics, physics, engineering) basic background on

functional analysis for studying applied mathematics, including

partial differential equations, image science, inverse problems,

numerical PDEs and computational mathematics.

The main applications includes some local existence theory by

contraction mapping, existence of Poisson equation, error estimates

for finite element methods, the spectral theory of self-adjoint

compact operators, direct method for calculus of variations.
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Course goal

Students should understand the basic functional analysis

with applications

For each analytic technique taught in the class, students

should find the simplest example and understand it deeply.

Students should be able to explain the essential idea with

examples.
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Contents

Chapter 1: Motivation: Problems from Calculus of

Variations

Chapter 2: Metric spaces, Banach Spaces, Hilbert Spaces

Chapter 3: Method of Contraction Mapping

Chapter 4: Hilbert spaces

Chapter 5: Approximation in Hilbert spaces, Fourier Series

Chapter 6: Compact sets

Chapter 7: Bounded Linear Operators on Hilbert Spaces

Chapter 8: Spectral Theory for bounded operators
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Grading Policy

Homeworks (50%) LaTex is required.

midterm (30%)

Final report (20%)
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Textbook and reference

My lecture note.

John Hunter and Bruno Nachtergaele, Applied Analysis.

I will mainly follow my own lecture note supplemented by the

lecture note of John Hunter and Bruno Nachtergaele. I will

use their homeworks.
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Data mining in this course

There will be a lot of data mining in this course. It is

important to learn how to build your own knowledge and

how to solve problems from web knowledge.

Any material you get has to be cited. For those from

internet, its web address has to be cited.

You learn important analytic techniques by understanding

their proofs and applications.
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